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Hello! You have no idea how much we are looking forward to meeting all of you this                 

February, and I hope you all are excited to engage and work with all the delegates and                 

staffers  you will meet soon! Get excited!  

Now, having started this Hurricane Katrina committee in June of 2020, my team and I               

have spent hours upon hours creating the background guide and general outline of how              

committee will begin, and we are so excited to have you guys tackle this subject and showcase                 

your skills as delegates, students, and burgeoning adults. I have had a long history with this                

hurricane and area, having visited the City of New Orleans over ten times over the course of my                  

life and visiting around the floodplains of Southern Louisiana, I have studied the environmental              

effects of levee construction as well as the effects of climate change on the historical landmarks                

and preserved buildings of the area (which I study in university).  

As to my studies, I am a history major with an interest in Military History, Russian                

History, and Roman History having taken several courses in all three of these subjects.              

History has always been a great passion of mine and the courses at GW are extremely diverse                 

(in topic and period) with professors who are kind, encouraging, and extremely            

well-connected in the historical community. With a degree in history, I later hope to pursue               

higher education by obtaining a masters in history and/or doctorate of philosophy in history              

and perhaps gain a job working for a museum, college, or public administration at an               

advisory capacity.  

Additionally, I work for the Kennedy Center (close to GW), tended bar at a popular               

dance club in the U-Street Corridor and am additionally affiliated with the DC Chapter of the                
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Sons of the American Revolution, so, as I am very active in local DC society and life, if you                   

have any questions generally about Washington: the people, work, or life (especially so outside              

of the normal governmental functions), feel free to reach out! And, if you have any additional                

questions regarding committee, college selection, or cosmic truth, feel free to reach out to me               

using my  email listed below:  

c.reeves.surridge@gmail.com   

I cannot wait to see you all!  

Your Chair, 

Chris Surridge  
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Committee Structure 

This is an Historical Specialized Committee with both General Assembly (GA) and Crisis             

elements. In this committee, you will be speaking, motioning, and writing different directives to              

address incoming problems (updates). Though diplomatic, like a GA, the pace of a Crisis will be                

in store, and directive writing (rather than resolution writing) will be expected.  

Some of you may have just heard the term “directive”, and sponsors, signatories, and              

operative clauses are all still in order, just like in GA. There are two differences to note,                 

however: no preambulatory clauses are necessary, and directives are no more than one-page             

double-spaced. They are much shorter resolutions and you will be writing many of them. 

Throughout the committee there will be different events you will respond to via             

directives happening every forty-five minutes to an hour (with increasing speed and severity as              

time goes by). Also, you will be able to write directives with a partner or even by yourself while                   

others are giving their speeches. After receiving a few directives, the dias will notify the               

committee that they will not be taking anymore directives at that time. When the committee               

votes to present the directives, each directive will then be reposted into the chat in its final form,                  

read aloud, and then the committee will proceed into voting procedure.  

AN EXAMPLE (on a topic unrelated to the committee topic) LIES BELOW:  

Directive: SINK (Spoiling Infiltration Near Kaiserreich)  
Sponsor(s): Grand Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz  
Signatories: Person X, Person Y, Person Z  
 

In response to secret British ferrying of munitions by-use of “neutral” passenger            
ocean  liners, this cabinet will:  

1. Obtain Cunard Line scheduling information;  
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2. Select the next available NY-to-London transatlantic voyage of the RMS           
Lusitania;  

3. Man and deploy the most readily available U-boat from a sheltered German port              
with:  

a. Sufficient torpedoes to cripple a substantial naval vessel, and 
b. Sail for the waters off of southwestern Ireland;  

4. Gather intelligence from spies in the Cunard offices (previously placed by            
Directive: TITANIC) with purpose of seeking:  

a. Accurate route information of the RMS Lusitania;  
5. When the U-boat is in place aside the RMS Lusitania given the above              

intelligence:  
a. Fire two torpedoes at the bow keel between the first and second funnel,              

aimed at the coal bunker.  
 

So, in summation, prepare for directive writing. Again, they are very similar to             

resolutions (like in GAs) but shorter and address smaller issues. Also, these directives will have               

the full authority of the state government, so you can do dynamic actions (rather than suggestive                

actions). There should be several directives to vote on per update, so prepare to be constantly                

speaking or writing, and be prepared for things to backfire! Again, direct any questions to the                

chair. 

 

History of Topic  

While history prior to the turn of the third millennium will not be manifested too greatly                

in this committee, a brief outline of Louisiana and New Orleans will be important background               

knowledge suggesting the ethnic, religious, and cultural dispersal of Louisianans as well as             

highlight a few of the prior weather events and the civic structure of the City of New Orleans.                  

So, from the French Creoles and early settlement into the area, to the African American               
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influence on the culture of the state and City of New Orleans (and the New South in general) as                   

well as the Exoduster Movement, and the revival in the 1980s, let’s get started!  

Permanent settlement into the modern-day area of Louisiana began over five-thousand           

years ago, with permanent settlements being traced back to the beginning of the Eastern              

Agricultural Complex, one of the ten great centers of agricultural productions. So, Louisiana,             

since her first settlement, has been an important area of meeting for early hunters and gatherers,                

but, when Mississippian Culture emerged at around 800 CE, the area of Louisiana truly              

expressed herself as an area of great importance, with the Mississippi River (traversing through              

and emptying out from Louisiana) becoming the most important waterway of the Americas, and              

likened to the Danube and the Nile by early European explorers.  

Upon European exploration and settlement into the area of Louisiana (named for King Louis              

XIV of France in 1682), rapid investments of money and traders flooded the area, and, by 1718,                 

the city of La Nouvelle-Orléans (or, New Orleans) was established and quickly became one of               

the wealthiest cities on the North American continent, rivaling that of Charleston, though             

population would stay relatively low (due to geographic conditions) until the city and territory of               

Louisiana was acquired by the United States in the early nineteenth century. Population grew              

due to the Haitian Revolution as well as rich plantation owners constructing large urban              

mansions acting as secondary homes to their provincial estates. By 1840, New Orleans was the               

third largest city in the United States, had the largest slave market in the United States                

(outpacing that of Charleston due to the banning of the Atlantic Slave Trade), and seceded from                

the United States in January 1861 largely as a means by enfranchised white slave owners to                

protect the  institution of slavery which underlied the Louisiana economy.  
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Being spared destruction due to swift surrender, the City of New Orleans and much of               

Louisiana was able to rejoin the Union within three years following the surrender of the               

Confederate States of America, yet the Reconstruction Era (despite financially favoring the City             

of New Orleans, which continued to grow in size) was a tumultuous period of violence and                

instability, with the last few decades seeing white supremacists use assassination, penal codes,             

and sharecropping as tactics to suppress the voices of African Americans and create a greatly               

segregated state. By 1900, less than one percent of the African American population was              

registered to vote due to poll taxes, literacy tests, residency and employment requirements, as              

well as general voter intimidation (public voting systems and public voting registry allowing for              

abuse). Because of this, Louisiana had a series of devastating exoduses by African Americans              

moving to the North.  

Yet, despite many setbacks politically, African Americans dominated the culture of New            

Orleans and Louisiana throughout the early twentieth century, defining American culture even            

to this day throughout every state and city. New technology allowed for the draining of Lake                

Pontchartrain and pockets of the Mississippi River, stabilizing the city and allowing for the              

expansion of neighborhoods--encouraging wealthy whites to occupy newer and higher lands,           

leaving the French Quarter largely to impoverished communities. There, in the French Quarter,             

ragtime rapidly developed into modern jazz, and soon spread across the United States to New               

York, Kansas City, Chicago, and Washington D.C, and, due to hygienic efforts to curtail              

swamp-borne epidemics, Mardi Gras parades and numerous music and cultural festivals were            

attended by persons across the country (New Orleans being a major train hub) and across the                

world (New Orleans also being a major transoceanic passenger and shipping port), influencing             
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global trends in music, fashion, literature, and art.  

World War II, in terms of economies, was most favorable to the state of Louisiana and                

the City of New Orleans. The Higgins Boat being developed and manufactured in this city was a                 

financial boon and the United States government provided much-needed funds to revolutionize            

the capacity for the port of New Orleans and the enormous Port of South Louisiana (which still                 

handles the largest amount of shipping comparative to every other port in this country). During               

the latter half of the twentieth century, the urban and suburban structure of Southern Louisiana               

had been established and Jim Crow and segregation slowly faded away (slower than much of the                

New South), and, by the last few decades of the 1900s, New Orleans was one of the most                  

touristy areas of the United States and, by the turn of the millennium, slowed population loss                

(which had been considerable since the 1960s). 

 

Current Situation (2005) 

Despite much hope following the turn of the millennium, with population rates becoming             

more stabilized and tourism becoming more active since the 1980s, New Orleans has been a               

dismal place for the past several years. Corruption is rampant, levee projects had been postponed               

and pushed back despite increased flooding to the City of New Orleans and surrounding areas               

since the 1960s (especially starting in the 1990s), wages had been in free fall compared to                

national averages, and the service industry had relatively stagnated. New migrations from New             

Orleans to more prosperous Sun Belt cities such as Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas, and Miami               

(amongst others) diminished the Louisiana economy which was funneling more money than ever             

away from the state’s commerce and into quick and expensive environmental projects due to              
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neglect and increased afflictions due to climate change.  

Levees and drainage has always been a major part of Louisiana history, and, by 2005,               

148 drainage pumps are scattered across New Orleans, and the state of Louisiana currently              

overseeing much of the Northern flood-prevention systems. However, due to decades-old           

arguments regarding levee control and responsibility, southern Louisiana flood-prevention         

systems (particularly the New Orleans levee system) is technically directed by the Army Corps              

of Engineers, though little work has been done to make important renovations on weak areas of                

the systems. Furthermore, in 2001, FEMA reported that, among the three most serious threats to               

the United States, a major hurricane striking New Orleans would be the most dire. And yet, a                 

hurricane like that would be, according to the same report, a one-in-five-hundred year chance. 

Unfortunately for the government of Louisiana – your government – the 2005 Atlantic             

Hurricane Season has been rough so far, and, as we move into the month of August and                 

September, it appears that, last Tuesday, August 23, Tropical Storm Twelve formed. The             

following day, Tropical Storm Katrina was named and, on August 25, Hurricane Katrina             

(Category 1) landed in the state of Florida, before exiting into the Gulf of Mexico. Governor                

Blanco of Louisiana, on August 26, declared a state of emergency and federal troops were               

deployed as Katrina strengthened to a Category 2. Yesterday morning, August 27, Governor             

Blanco requested President Bush to declare a state of emergency (allowing emergency federal             

FEMA funds to be issued to the state of Louisiana as well as more guards and equipment                 

deployed) and several southeastern parishes have issued mandatory evacuation orders. President           

Bush has declared a state of emergency and FEMA has sent a coordinating representative as               

well as an additional ~2,000 National Guards. The Mayor of New Orleans strongly encouraged              
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evacuation of the city and Governor Blanco has been briefed by the President as to the current                 

situation. 

Now, it is the morning of August 28, 2005 (08:00). Hurricane Katrina, an hour ago,               

strengthened to a Category 5 with sustained winds of 175 mph. With less than twenty-four               

hours till landfall (projected to be August 29 06:00) and a press conference in two hours                

(10:00), there is much to be done. A projected storm surge of 22 feet (28 feet for New Orleans,                   

specifically), one million people still in the city of New Orleans (100,000 of them without the                

means to evacuate the city), highways north of New Orleans allowing both north and              

southbound traffic, southern Louisianan parishes (many of which still unevacuated) are in            

disarray, lines form at gas stations (which are quickly running dry), and it seems that the                

government of Louisiana has no  idea of how to proceed. Luckily, the levees will hold. 

 

Potential Topics 

With extremely limited time and resources at the disposal of the state government, there              

are several topics of discussion and much work to be done:  

Evacuation of the remaining southern parishes and New Orleans. With over one-million            

citizens within the path of Hurricane Katrina and less than 24 hours until landfall, these people                

need to get out. But how? A complex highway and freeway system dominates southern              

Louisiana and hundreds of bridges cross rivers, canals, and bayous, all of which are expected to                

be flooded by tomorrow. Furthermore, gas stations are running low on fuel and an estimated               

100,000 people do not have access to any sort of transportation. How will you deal with the                 

highway systems, access over waterways, fuel shortages, and potential strandings?  
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Furthermore, with the chaos of an evacuation and the state of a city in disorder and                

disaster upon you, how will you keep law & order? There is bound to be violence, rioting,                 

looting, and a host of other dangerous crimes and general disorder. In addition to keeping               

people safe by getting them out of the city, there are bound to be thousands still left – and they                    

must be kept safe. How will you accomplish this?  

In addition to these initial issues, there will be a host of smaller updates throughout the                

committee that will provide new compounding challenges and also address the results of your              

work thus far. This will be explained in more detail in the section on committee structure, but                 

be prepared to address multiple problems at the same time and be prepared for an incredibly                

fast-paced committee. 
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